AbstractÐVersion management is a key part of software configuration management. A big variety of version models has been realized in both commercial systems and research prototypes. These version models differ with respect to the objects put under version control (files, directories, entities, objects), the organization of versions (version graphs versus multidimensional version spaces), the granularity of versioning (whole software products versus individual components), emphasis on states versus emphasis on changes (state-versus change-based versioning), rules for version selection, etc. We present a uniform version modelÐand its support architectureÐfor software configuration management. Unlike other unification approaches, such as UML for object-oriented modeling, we do not assemble all the concepts having been introduced in previous systems. Instead, we define a base model that is built on a small number of concepts. Specific version models may be expressed in terms of this base model. Our approach to uniform version management is distinguished by its underlying layered architecture. Unlike the main stream of software configuration management systems, our instrumentable version engine is completely orthogonal to the data model used for representing software objects and their relationships. In addition, we introduce version rules at the bottom of the layered architecture and employ them as a uniform mechanism for expressing different version models. This contrasts to the main stream solution, where a specific version modelÐusually version graphsÐis deeply built into the system and version rules are dependent on this model.
INTRODUCTION
S oftware configuration management (SCM) has been defined as the discipline of controlling the evolution of complex software systems [1] . Over their lifetime, software objects, such as requirements definitions, designs, program source code, documentations, and test data evolve into many versions. These differ with respect to the underlying operating system, window system, included bug fixes, and change requests. Thus, version management plays a central role in SCM. Versions have to be recorded and restored, the consistency relationships between versions of different objects have to be maintained, and new versions have to be created according to rule-based descriptions.
In order to support version management, an appropriate underlying version model is required. This defines the data (usually objects) to be versioned, version identification and organization, as well as operations for retrieving existing versions and constructing new versions. A big variety of version models has been proposed. Among others, the seminal papers of Katz [2] and Feiler [3] surveyed the state of the art as of the late 1980s and beginning 1990s. More recently (in 1998), we conducted a comprehensive and updated survey of version models realized both in commercial systems and research prototypes [4] .
The study of version models for SCM reveals many mutual similarities: Virtually the same basic concepts appear over and over again. Triggered by this observation, we have developed a Uniform Version Model (UVM) [5] ) that serves as a common base. UVM is realized by an instrumentable version engine that provides a uniform version storage which can be customized to specific version models.
Our approach offers the following benefits:
. By supporting the definition of version models in a uniform framework, UVM abstracts from notational differences and makes comparison of version models easier. . Unlike other unification approaches, such as UML [6] for object-oriented modeling, UVM does not merely assemble all the concepts having been introduced in previous systems. Instead, UVM is based on a small number of fundamental concepts in terms of which a wide spectrum of version models may be expressed. (This is the reason why we call our model ªuniformº rather than ªunified.º) . The instrumentable version engine acts as a reusable core component for building SCM systems. In this respect, our work follows the lines of extensible database management systems [7] , [8] . . An important feature of UVM consists in the orthogonality between version model and data model. That is, the version model is independent from the data model used for representing software objects and their relationships. The instrumentable version engine may be equally applied to file-based, relational, and object-oriented data. Conventional approaches either define the version model on top of the data model, or version and data model are deeply entangled.
. The instrumentable version engine supports the rule-based construction of configurations of software systems. It serves as a deductive database system [9] , [10] for the application domain of version management. As we have shown in [11] , the deductive capabilities of most SCM systems are severely restricted, even though flexible construction of consistent configurations from rule-based descriptions is urgently needed. The instrumentable version engine makes building of SCM systems easier. A vendor building an SCM system may reuse the version engine as a key component, which obviates the necessity of building an entirely new one. The vendor will perform customization with respect to both product space (e.g., application to file-based data) and version space (e.g., version graphs).
The end user does not directly get in touch with the underlying version engine, which has to operate at a lowenough level to provide common base mechanisms. Rather, more high-level layers offering user-friendly interfaces are placed on top of the version storage [12] . Building these layers goes beyond the capabilities of the end user. Rather, we assume that they are provided by the vendor, or by the designers of the version engine, who may provide a library of predefined version models.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we summarize basic definitions to be used throughout the rest of this paper. In terms of these definitions, we state the requirements to a uniform version model in Section 3. Related work is compared in Section 4. Our uniform version model UVM is presented in Sections 5, 6 , and 7. Experiences gained from a UVM implementation are described in Section 8. A brief discussion of our approach follows in Section 9. Finally, a short conclusion is given in Section 10.
BASIC DEFINITIONS
In the following, we define the notions used throughout the rest of this paper. Most of these notions are summarized in the taxonomy of Fig. 1 . For a more detailed discussion, the reader is referred to [4] .
Versions, Versioned Items, and Configurations
A version v represents a state of an evolving item i. The term ªitemº covers, e.g., files (usually textual) and file directories, objects in object-oriented databases, entities, relationships and attributes in EER databases, etc.
A version v is characterized by a pair v psY vs, where ps and vs denote a state in the product space and a point in the version space, respectively. The product space contains the items to be versioned, the version space arranges their versions in structures, such as version graphs. For example, ps and vs may denote the contents of a text file and the version number in a version graph, respectively.
A versioned item is an item that evolves into multiple versions maintained in a repository. In contrast, only one state is maintained for an unversioned item, i.e., changes are done by overwriting.
A configuration is a version of a complex object. It is composed of versions of components. For example, a configuration of a software system is composed of versions of the requirements definition, the software architecture, the program source code, etc.
Deltas
All versions of a versioned item share some common parts and differ with respect to specific parts. The difference between two versions is called a delta. Using directed deltas, a version is constructed by applying a sequence of changes to some base version. Alternatively, all versions are stored in an overlapping manner so that common fragments (e.g., sequences of text lines) are shared. Either each version points to its fragments (embedded deltas), or the fragments are decorated with visibilities (control expressions) for determining the versions in which they are contained (selective deltas).
Revisions and Variants
According to the kind of evolution, versions are classified into revisions and variants. Sequential versions that evolve along the time dimension are called revisions. They are created to fix bugs or perform other enhancements. Parallel or alternative versions coexisting at a given time are called variants. While new revisions supercede old ones, variants do not replace each other. Rather, they are used concurrently in alternative configurations (or even in the same configuration).
State-and Change-Based Versioning
Above, a version has been defined as a state of an evolving item. Version models which focus on the states of versioned items are called state-based. In the case of state-based versioning, versions are described in terms of revisions and variants.
Changes provide an alternative way of characterizing versions. In change-based models, a version is described in terms of changes applied to some (possibly empty) baseline. To this end, changes are assigned change identifiers and potentially further attributes to characterize the reasons and nature of a change. In this way, it is possible to trace the changes that have gone into some version. 
Version Graphs and Grids
To represent the version space, the versions of an item are often organized in a version graph. For example, in RCS [13] and ClearCase [14] version graphs are composed of branches (for variants), each of which consists of a sequence of revisions.
Alternatively, a grid may be used to arrange versions in an nEdimensionl space, where each dimension corresponds e.g., to a (variant) selection-attribute, typically being of Boolean or enumerated type. For example, multidimensional variation may be represented this way, concerning, e.g., the language used in user dialogues, the window system, operating system, DBMS, etc.
Extensional and Intensional Versioning
A versioned item is a container, often called a version group, for the set of all versions of this item. may be defined either explicitly (by enumerating its members) or implicitly (by a version predicate). In the latter case, a version is a ªpotentialº or ªvirtualº item [15] , depending on the actual predicate, see below.
In the case of extensional versioning, is defined by enumerating its members:
Version management based on extensional versioning supports the retrieval of previously created versions and the storage of new versions. To create a new version, the external user retrieves (checks out) some version v i , performs changes to the retrieved version, and, finally, submits (checks in) the changed version as a new version v iI .
Intensional versioning supports flexible, automatic construction of consistent versions in a large version space. The term ªpotential versionsº emphasizes that a certain version may not have been constructed explicitly before. In intensional versioning, the version set is defined by a legality-deciding constraint, con: fvjonvgX Thus, all versions v satisfying the constraint on will belong the version set . A specific version v is then described by a selection predicate evd (user-defined or external version description), such that the following condition holds:
evdv onvX
For example, both evd and on can be defined by expressions over a space of versioning-attributes e i (called options in UVM). Examples of such attributes are an OS-attribute to determine the operating system, or a WS-attribute to denote the window system to be supported.
Version Rules: Global Constraints, Preferences, and Defaults
Intensional versioning is driven by (global) version rules which may be either stored in the versioned database or submitted as part of a query. A constraint is a legalitydeciding, mandatory rule which must be satisfied. Any violation of a constraint indicates an inconsistency, e.g., the SUN and the VAX variant must not be selected simultaneously. A preference is an optional rule which is applied only when it may be satisfied, e.g., released module versions are preferred. Finally, a default is a weak preference. A default is applied only when no unique selection could be performed otherwise, e.g., the latest version of the main branch in a version graph may be selected by default. Thus, both preferences and defaults may further supplement a user vd with extra attribute bindings, going from an external and partially bound vd (an evd) to an internal and fully bound one (an ivd). Therefore, the rule part of a versioned database will check and possibly elaborate an initial evd, cf. the capabilities of deductive databases [9] . See more on version rules in Section 6.2.
Granularity
Seen from the user, versioned items have a minimal granularity. The user normally selects versions of software objects. While these are rather coarse-grained items, they are treated as atomic objects by the SCM system with respect to identification and version selection. On the other hand, an SCM system may operate at a much finer internal granularityÐtext lines or even syntactical tokensÐto effectively store, compare, and construct versions of software objects. From the user's point of view (external granularity), we distinguish between component, total, and product versioning:
. In the case of component versioning, versions of single components are maintained and assembled into composite configurations. For example, RCS maintains versions of text files, each of which has its own version graph. The relationships between these version graphs are defined by version rules for selecting configurations. . In the case of total versioning, all items are versioned, including composites as well as components. For example, ClearCase maintains versions of both files and directories. Each item still has its own version space (version graph in ClearCase). The relationships between these version spaces may be defined either by rules (as for component versioning) or by versions of composites referring to versions of components. . In contrast, product versioning establishes a total view of a software product and its processes etc., or even an entire database. This is done by arranging versions of all items in a uniform, global version space [16] , [17] . For example, in Voodoo [18] there is one global revision number for the whole software product, while in RCS each file has its own revision numbers.
Workspaces and Transactions
To perform development and maintenance, the user has to establish a universion workspace on the versioned repository. Moreover, the workspace provides the data in a form (usually files) on which external tools operate (editors, compilers, debuggers, etc.). A workspace may be set up by explicit check-out commands which copy data from the repository typically into the file system (physical workspace [19] , [13] ). Alternatively, an SCM system may offer a virtual workspace (virtual file system [20] , [14] ), where an evd dynamically serves as an access filter upon all repository accesses, so-called transparent versioning.
Finally, the work performed by one user (or a group thereof) may be embedded in a transaction. Throughout this paper, the term transaction will primarily refer to cooperative, long-lasting transactions [21] , [22] , which may be associated to change requests or change sets. We will not focus on classical short ACID transactions (ªACIDº stands for atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability; see [23] ). Each transaction owns a subdatabase, which contains a part of the overall versioned database. Subdatabases are usually arranged in trees or graphs, the edges of which define the cooperation paths between transactions and the corresponding data exchange.
REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN DECISIONS
From the taxonomy presented in the previous section, we derive a set of requirements which our Uniform Version ModelÐcalled UVM belowÐhas to meet (Fig. 2) .
These requirements are generic and leave many degrees of freedom to the designer of an SCM system supporting a uniform version model. To determine the system architecture [24] , design decisions have to be made in particular with respect to the following issues.
D1: Relationship between the Data Model and the Version Model
The data model (e.g., file-based, relational, object-oriented) defines the basic constructs for expressing the product data. . Version model on top of the data model. In this case, version management is seen as an ordinary database application. Thus, the version model is represented by a schema whose underlying data model is not aware of versioning. This solution is adopted, e.g., by PCTE [25] and y P [26] . . Version model integrated with the data model. The data model offers constructs for defining versioned object types. Furthermore, the query language is also aware of versioning. DAMOKLES [27] , EXTRA-V [28] , and Adele [29] follow this approach. . Data model on top of the version model. In this case, the version model is completely orthogonal to the data model and can thus be combined with any data model (e.g., EER, object-oriented, or simply files). This solution is realized, e.g., in EPOS [15] and ICE [30] .
D2: Selection of a Delta Representation
In the previous section, we have introduced different kinds of deltas, namely, directed, embedded, and selective ones. Each of these has been used successfully, e.g., directed deltas in RCS, embedded deltas in POEM [31] , and selective deltas in DSEE [32] and its successor ClearCase [14] . Furthermore, the delta representation does not predetermine the version model implemented on top of it. For example, change-based versioning is implemented in PIE [33] with the help of directed deltas, while EPOS and ICE employ selective deltas.
D3: Definition of Basic Versioning Concepts
The term basic concepts refers to the fundamental elements on which a version model is grounded. Higher-level concepts are built on top of these basic concepts. The choice of basic concepts varies significantly from system to system. For example, Aide-de-Camp [17] is based on a single basic concept: the change. In contrast, ClearCase [14] relies on version graphs; change-based versioning may be realized on top of ClearCase [34] . Finally, Voodoo [35] considers revisions and variants as orthogonal concepts, while both are represented in version graphs in ClearCase.
D4: Relationship between Extensional and
Intensional Versioning
Extensional and intensional versioning may be combined as follows:
. Intensional versioning on top of extensional versioning. This is realized in the composition model [3] , where intensionally defined configurations are composed from extensionally versioned components. . Extensional versioning on top of intensional versioning.
Alternatively, we may support intensional versioning at the bottom, allowing for the construction of any conceivable version from a rule-based description at any level of granularity (as realized e.g., in conditional compilation). Extensional versioning may then be achieved by ªrememberingº (and freezing) designated version selections.
RELATED WORK
A big variety of version models has been realized in different SCM systems. Below, we take a look at a few systemsÐboth commercial systems and research prototypesÐfrom the perspective of the requirements and design decisions introduced in Section 3. The systems included in the comparison are selected such that they demonstrate the spectrum of architectures that result from resolving design decisions D1±D4. The reader is referred to [4] for a much more comprehensive survey of SCM systems and the concepts behind them. Our discussion includes four SCM systems: ClearCase, PCTE, 1 Adele, and ICE. These systems are described individually in Section 4.1. Subsequently, they are compared in Section 4.2 where we also draw some conclusions with respect to a layered architecture for uniform version management.
Version Models in SCM Systems

ClearCase
ClearCase [36] , [14] is a successor of DSEE [37] , [38] , [32] , which was developed in the mid 1980s. It is a commercial SCM system that versions file-based data. Both files and directories are versioned items (total versioning) whose version spaces are represented by version graphs. Selective deltas are used to store versions efficiently. Versions of files and directories are selected from their version graphs by means of version rules (composition model [3] ). Applications access the versioned repository through a virtual file system. To this end, a version filter is set up which resolves each item access according to a version description (a sequence of rules). ClearCase uses Ramia, a fast network DBMS, as an underlying data storage.
In Fig. 3 , a sample software system foo is stored in a directory which contains a system model sys as well as C source files (headers .h and bodies .c). The version description defines a version filter which hides the file c.h not contained in the selected configuration.
PCTE
PCTE [39] is a standard for open repositories and provides an interface for implementing software engineering tools. At the heart of PCTE, there is an object management system, based on a data model that combines concepts from the EER model and the Unix file system. Each object may have at most one long attribute for which Unix-like file operations are provided. Links between objects are classified into predefined categories, including composition links for representing complex objects.
The PCTE standard contains some basic versioning facilities that were originally developed in the PACT project [25] . The version model is defined on top of the data model. The versioned items are complex and atomic objects (total versioning). A version of a complex object has composition links to the component versions it is composed of. As in ClearCase, versions are arranged in version graphs.
Versioning of complex objects is illustrated in Fig. 4 . When a new version of a complex object is created, a deep copy of the composition hierarchy underneath the root object is conceptually performed. 2 This ensures that navigation (along the composition links) is unique with respect to versioning. Therefore, versioning remains transparent, and existing applications can still navigate the database without having code added which is responsible for version selection.
Adele
Adele [29] , [40] is a commercial SCM system that is based on an object-oriented data model. In contrast to PCTE, the version model is built into the data model. The schema definition language supports the definition of versioned object types. Furthermore, versioning is integrated into the query language that offers version rules for intensional version selection.
In contrast to both ClearCase and PCTE, Adele explicitly distinguishes between revisions and variants. A versioned object type stands for a sequence of revisions. The values of common (unversioned) attributes are shared by all revisions; each revision has its own value for a specific (versioned) attribute. Directed deltas are used for efficient storage of long attributes, e.g., text files. Variants are represented by attributes containing alternative values (e.g., the set of implementation variants implementing the same interface). Fig. 5 gives an example of a versioned object type definition. A single type definition suffices; in contrast, defining the version model on top of the data model usually 1 . PCTE defines a public tool interface for software engineering environments. In the description below, we refer only to the version control part of PCTE.
2. Note that the copy operation may be implemented smartly, e.g., by delegation (see also [31] ). involves the declaration of pairs of types (for versioned objects and their versions, respectively; see also [28] ). The common attributes denote the platform for which the interface object is available. Versioned attributes are further classified into modifiable and immutable ones. For example, the header file is immutable, while the set of bug reports may grow gradually. That is, for a specific revision the header file cannot be updated (an update would create a new revision instead). In contrast, a bug report may be added without enforcing the creation of a new revision (which would be senseless since the bug refers to the already existing revision). Finally, there are multiple realization variants for each interface revision.
ICE
ICE [41] , [30] is a research prototype which applies deductive database technology to SCM. The data model is orthogonal to the version model. So far, the ICE implementation supports file-based data that is accessible through a virtual file system interface. Selective deltas are used at the base layer of the ICE architecture. Version rules are introduced on top of the delta storage. Different version models may be defined with the help of version rules. This inverts the approach followed in ClearCase, where version rules are defined on top of version graphs.
The version rules layer is based on feature logic, where a feature represents an attribute. For example, [ws:X11, os:Unix] denotes the X11 version of the window system (feature ws) and the Unix version of the operating system (feature os). Feature terms may be constructed from operators such as intersection, union, negation, etc. Intersection fails if the respective feature terms disagree on a common feature. For example, ws X IIY os X nix u ws X indowsY os X hy c .
Since users of a configuration management system are not familiar with feature logic, a featured file system was built which hides feature terms from the users [30] . Internally, fragments of text lines are decorated with feature terms denoting their visibilities. As in ClearCase, a version filter is defined for both read and write operations. For reading, internal feature terms are intersected with the version filter and transformed into conditional compilation expressions. For writing, the inverse transformation is applied.
Feature logic is employed as a base mechanism on top of which different version models may be realized (uniform version model). In [42] , [30] , feature logic is used to realize the check-out/check-in model, the composition model, the long transaction model, and the change set model as introduced by Feiler [3] .
Comparison
In the following, we compare the selected systems with respect to the requirements and design decisions introduced in Section 3. To this end, Table 1 classifies the considered systems according to the taxonomy of Fig. 1.   3 The rows of the table also correspond to the requirements given in Fig. 2. 4 Table 2 shows how the design decisions D1±D4 have been resolved in the selected systems. Finally, Fig. 6 displays the resulting layered architectures.
Note that all design alternatives introduced in Section 3 are covered. In particular, ClearCase and Adele offer version rules for selecting versions from extensionally versioned objects. ICE inverts this approach by using version rules to build different structures of the version space. In PCTE, the version model is realized on top of the data model. In Adele, version model and data model are entangled. In ICE, the version model is orthogonal to the data model.
Before proceeding with the comparison, let us emphasize the following points:
. The systems we have compared have different validation levels. ClearCase and Adele are commercial SCM systems. Furthermore, commercial PCTE implementations are also available. Thus, these systems have been validated through actual use by real customers. On the other hand, ICE is a research prototype with a much lower validation level. . Here, we are interested in comparing the internal architectures of different systems. These architectures are evaluated against the requirements to a uniform version model. We are here not concerned with the external functionality of these systems (see e.g., [43] for an evaluation of the functionality of commercial SCM systems). . Among the selected SCM systems, only ICE has been designed with the goal of offering a uniform version model. The authors of the other systems strive for providing useful, widely accepted version models, but they do not go as far as ICE with respect to uniformity and generality. ClearCase is a well-established SCM system which provides sophisticated support for version management. Moreover, it has proven useful in practice. ClearCase supports revisions and variants, as well as extensional and intensional versioning. While ClearCase itself offers only state-based versioning, change-based versioning has been implemented in a layer above ClearCase [34] .
The main restriction is that ClearCase commits itself to version graphs at a low level in the architecture. Version rules and change-based versioning are both located on top of version graphs. Version graphs do not support multidimensional variation in an adequate way. Moreover, they introduce constraints which work against the intents of change-based versioning: One of the goals of change-based versioning is flexible application of changes. In version graphs, however, the deltas are committed to specific points in the history and cannot be moved around freely. Finally, rule-based version selection is confined to a coarse-grained level (no fine-grained selections at the level of text lines).
PCTE has been included mainly to demonstrate that the version model can be defined on top of the data model. However, the version management services are severely limited since they support only extensional versioning with version graphs.
Adele is based on long-term practical experience in SCM. The Adele system offers a sophisticated data and version model, including powerful rules for version selection. Adele supports revisions and variants, extensional and intensional versioning, as well as version rules which can be classified into constraints, preferences, and defaults.
Building the version model into the data model has its advantages (efficient implementation, more elegant schema definition and query language). On the other hand, this solution commits the user to a specific version model. Furthermore, Adele does not address change-based versioning (which could be implemented on top of Adele; see remarks on ClearCase).
ICE provides a uniform version model, since a wide spectrum of version structures can be constructed from feature terms. ICE can cover revisions and variants, extensional and intensional versioning, version graphs and grids, as well as state-and change-based versioning. On the other hand, ICE is a research prototype, and practical experiences have been gained only to a limited extent. A major problem with ICE is efficiency: to decide the consistency of a feature unification is NP-complete. As reported in [30] , naive application of feature unification results in check-in times which grow beyond all limits in the number of versions. In contrast, systems such as RCS, DSEE, and ClearCase, which rely on version graphs, can implement check-out and check-in much more efficiently. However, these systems do not provide for intensional versioning at the fine-grained level. While RCS, SCCS, Adele, and ClearCase employ what we will call extensional deltas with simple visibilities, ICE is based on intensional deltas with sophisticated visibilities.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
To satisfy the requirements defined in Section 3, we have developed a layered system architecture which is shown Fig. 7 . The layers are aggregated into two groups, namely, the instrumentable version engine and the SCM repository, respectively. Below, the layers are described briefly from the bottom to the top. We indicate in which ways requirements R1±R9 are met and how design decisions D1±D4 are resolved.
The instrumentable version engine provides basic versioning capabilities without constraining the product space. It is merely assumed that there are versioned items whose item identifiers are provided by the data model layer. The version model is orthogonal to the data model (D1), implying that the version engine can be used with any data model (R1). The delta storage offers selective deltas (R2, D2). For each versioned item, there is a set of different fragments each of which carries a visibility that is interpreted at the version rules layer. A visibility is a logical expression over variables called options. Each option may be true, false, or unset. The version rules layer provides intensional versioning (R6) based on a 3-valued logic. Extensional versioning is supported by remembering and freezing version selections. In addition to the visibilities, there is a rule base containing constraints, preferences, and defaults (R7).
Selective deltas and version rules constitute the sole base mechanisms of UVM (D3). With respect to the product space, the version engine operates at a low level of abstraction (the contents of fragments are regarded as byte streams). The main difference to other storage systems consists in its deductive capabilities for versioning. For example, the storage manager of EXODUS [7] , an extensible database management system, is concerned with byte streams as well. The EXODUS storage manager supports delta storage for versions (embedded deltas), but it does not offer any version rules.
In the version model layer, any desired version model may be defined: revisions and variants (R3), state-and changebased versioning (R4), version graphs and grids (R5), and extensional and intensional versioning (R6). This is achieved by defining appropriate version rules. For example, a version graph can be built from implications of the form Á P A Á I , meaning that the delta Á P can be applied only when the preceding delta Á I is applied as well.
Thus, UVM inverts the traditional composition model, where version rules are defined on top of version graphs. In UVM, extensional versioning is supported on top of intensional versioning (D4). This approach is more flexible than the composition model, which commits itself to version graphs from the very beginning. In UVM, any desired version model (not just version graphs) may be defined with the help of version rules. Thus, version rules are a more basic concept than version graphs.
Above the version engine, the SCM repository provides layers for the data model, transactions, and workspaces. The data model layer is responsible for offering a data model (e.g., object-oriented, EER, or simply files) to the upper layers that hides versioning. That is, clients of this layer may perform queries and updates as if the database were unversioned.
Transaction support provides cooperative, long-lasting transactions. Each software development or maintenance activity is performed in the context of some transaction. Each transaction is confined to a subset of both the product space and the version space. In particular, a transaction may operate at any level of granularity with respect to the product space (R8).
Finally, the workspace layer is concerned with the interface to software tools (editors, compilers, debuggers, CASE tools, etc.). The workspace layer provides a universion workspace (with the help of a virtual file system or simply check-out operations), i.e., software tools are shielded from versioning (R9). Each workspace is associated to some transaction.
The layer structure described above is idealized in several ways. For example, transaction handling is actually distributed over multiple layers. 5 Moreover, the data model layer does not depend on a specific version model; rather, it relies only on general functions provided by the instrumentable version engine. In spite of these considerations, we stick to the somewhat simplified layered architecture in order to convey our key points clearly.
The UVM architecture is not merely a proposal. To a great extent, it was actually implemented in 1989±1995 in EPOS, a research prototype of a software engineering environment supporting both SCM and process management [44] . Therefore, we will refer to the EPOS implementation at various points in the following sections. Our 5 . For the sake of clarity, transaction handling will be discussed at one place, namely, in Section 7.2. presentation will be primarily based on the revised implementation of the EPOS configuration management system (ECM) as described in [15] , [45] (the initial implementation is described in [46] , [16] , [47] ).
UVM is similar to ICE (see Section 4), which was developed much later than Munch's ECM implementation. Both share the same fundamental design decisions. However, UVM still differs from ICE with respect to the following points:
. UVM is based on a different kind of logic (propositional 3-valued logic instead of feature logic). In ECM, visibilities are implemented much more efficiently than in ICE (see Section 8). . Transaction support lies at the borderline between configuration management and process management and has not been considered seriously in ICE so far. 6 . The data model layer has not been addressed thoroughly in ICE. So far, ICE assumes (text) files and directories only.
INSTRUMENTABLE VERSION ENGINE
Delta Storage
The delta storage constitutes the most basic layer of the architecture. UVM is based on selective intensional deltas, where each fragment is governed by a visibility expression. Thus, intensional versioning is directly supported. In addition, any desired version model may be realized with such deltas, as to be demonstrated in Section 6.3. Please note that embedded deltas provide for sharing, but do not offer intensional versioning. Moreover, directed deltas are useful for implementing version graphs (as e.g., in RCS) and change-based versioning (as e.g., in PIE). However, they are less suited for variants, which can be implemented naturally with selective deltas (being ultimately derived from conditional compilation).
Thus, the versioned database consists of a collection of fragments. Each fragment has the following parts (left-hand side of Fig. 8 ):
. A visibility (version part of the fragment) controls the region in the version space where the fragment is legal, i.e., the set of versions in which it is included and can be selected. The visibility may be considered the version identifier (VID) of the fragment, though it (usually) covers a large set of potential versions.
. An item identifier indicates the corresponding versioned object (or more generally: versioned item, see Section 2). The item identifier (resembling an object identifier, OID) is provided by the product/data model layer. . A contentsÐraw dataÐcorresponds to the product part of the fragment (e.g., an attribute-value pair or a text line). Note: As we shall see in Section 7.2, all fragments also have an associated transaction identifier (TID), which may be regarded as an appended part on the visibility.
The large ellipsis on the right-hand side of Fig. 8 illustrates the version space of a versioned item, i.e., the space of all potential versions. Each of the small ellipses corresponds to one fragment. The area covered by such an ellipsis indicates the set of all versions to which the fragment belongs. These sets are always mutually disjoint. 7 However, their union need not cover the whole version space because the item may not belong to all potential versions (i.e., the uncovered region represents all versions in which the respective item is not included at all). A specific version corresponds to a single point in the version space.
The delta storage is still dumb in that it leaves the interpretation of information to the upper layers. In particular, it does not know which items are versioned, how items are identified, and how visibilities and contents are interpreted. The delta storage provides low-level functions for storing fragments and for retrieving them both sequentially (e.g., when a text file is composed from a sequence of matching lines) and via an index (e.g., when an object reference is resolved). In EPOS, the delta storage was realized by index-sequential files, as it is done in most DBMSs.
Fragment-Level Version Rules
The next layer adds deductive capabilities to the delta storage. It evaluates and writes the visibilities of fragments, but it leaves all other parts untouched (item identifier and contents). Thus, it considers only the version space without making any assumptions with respect to the product space, apart from the existence of unique item identifiers (OIDs). In fact, it is possible to implement the layer in such a way that it is unaware of the data model.
Formal Foundation
Propositional, 3-valued logic (see below) is used to formalize version rules. Thus, a version rule is a logical expression over global variables which are called options o i . Each option defines a property which is either absent from or included in a version. The version space can therefore be represented by an nEdimensionl grid, where each dimension corresponds to some option. A point in the version space is denoted by a complete binding, with each option being bound to either true or false. A binding is called incomplete if one or more options remain unset. An incomplete binding denotes a region of the version space 6 . In [30] , it is sketched how long transactions in ICE can be simulated by means of transaction features.
7. This is ensured by the version rule layer, see Section 6.2. (an mEdimensionl cube, where m is the number of unset options). A logical expression is constructed from constants, variables (options), and operators such as X, , , , and A . An expression is evaluated under some binding , where X IXXn A ftrueY flseY unsetgY I i denotes the binding of option o i , and i unset means that o i is unset. is complete if no option is unset.
The logic is 3-valued rather than 2-valued. Under some binding , an expression e evaluates to true, false, or unset. For example, true unset unset, true unset true, etc.
Rather than by a function, a binding may also be represented by a conjunction:
As shown above, an unset option o i in a binding is represented by i true, so that it can be eliminated from the conjunction. Below, we stick to this definition because it is more convenient to use in the definitions to follow.
Options will be identified by their name. Examples could be:
. GUI: Set to true for versions of programs which supply a graphical user interface. Can also be used for the documentation. . Linux: Set to true for program versions specially adapted for being run under the Linux operating system. . SpeedOpt: Indicates whether or not the version is optimized for speed.
Visibilities and Version Filters
Visibilities of fragments need to be evaluated when reading from the database, and they have to be updated when writing to the database. Reads and writes go through version filters. A read filter, also called a choice, c, determines a single version to be presented to the user (or an application). Thus, a choice is given by a complete option bindingÐat least for the accessed product subspace and its fragments. A write filter, also called an ambition, a, defines a set of versions which will be affected by the change. An ambition is specified by a (potentially) incomplete option binding.
The choice must lie within the ambition, i.e., choice and ambition must agree in all bound options:
This means that the choice implies the ambition:
A or informlly X P X R If all options remain unset, the ambition evaluates to true, i.e., all versions are affected by the change. Inversely, if no option is unset, ambition and choice coincide so that only a single version (denoted by ) is changed.
The distinction between read and write filter, which is also performed in the multiversion editors P-Edit [48] and MVPE [49] , has the following advantages:
. We may edit multiple versions simultaneously without being bothered with visibilities. In any case, visibilities are hidden from the users. . Reading is simplified because it does not involve general unification of logical expressions. Rather, we just have to evaluate visibilities under complete option bindings. Note that we could have allowed for more general ambitions (general logical expressions). However, increased generality would result in increased complexity (see below).
A fragment f with visibility v passes the read filter (the choice), iff the visibility v is implied by the choice, i.e., it evaluates to true given the option bindings of the choice:
We must ensure that at most one fragment per item is visible under a given choice, or use a multiversion editor which is capable of displaying several versions simultaneously. Let v i Y v j denote visibilities of two fragments (or versions) of the same item. Then, the following condition must hold to express that the fragment visibilities are disjoint:
Alternatively, this may be rephrased as follows: Let i Y j denote the version sets in which the above mentioned fragments are visible. Each i Y j corresponds to a set of points of the version space, where each point is characterized by a complete option binding. i Y j must therefore be disjoint:
This has already been illustrated earlier on the righthand side of Fig. 8 , where the small ellipses represent different contents and the extent of each fragmentÐthe set of versions in which it is visibleÐis represented by the region which it covers.
With respect to write operations, we distinguish between deletions, insertions, and updates. An inserted fragment f gets its visibility entirely from the ambition :
In the case of a deletion, the visibilities of all the ªsameº fragmentsÐi.e., all fragments with the same item identifierÐare constrained such that they would not be selected under the current ambition:
Finally, an updateÐas well as a move operationÐis reduced to a combined deletion and insertion operation, as described above. There is no additional ªadjustedº fragment with visibility v new v old since this would have violated the nonoverlap of versions.
And for write operations that do not touch the fragment, the visibility remains unchanged: v new v old .
The write operations (8) and (9) Example 1 (Ambition, choice, visibilities). Below, we illustrate the concepts introduced above by a simple example which is adapted from [11] (Fig. 9) . The sample database varies with respect to the operating system (Unix,DOS) and the window system (X11,Windows). Each variant is represented by a corresponding option. On the lefthand side, the contents of the database before an update is shown. There are three versioned fragments, identified by f, g, and h. For convenience, the fragment versions are identified similarly (e.g., f I and f P ), but these identifiers are not present in the implementation. Each fragment version is illustrated in the same way as in Fig. 8, i .e., with the visibility at the leftmost slot. Please note, that we assume that changes were performed in a certain order. For example, the Unix variant was introduced before the DOS variant. Thus, the visibility of fragment version f I was narrowed by X hy, when the DOS change was carried out.
In order to carry out a change that extends to all versions of operating system and window system, we define an option Fix which simultaneously serves as the ambition. Here, we can perform the change in any version; we just set up the choice so that we can carry it out in our preferred environment. To perform the changes under Unix and X11, we set the corresponding options in the ambition to true and all other options to false. 8 In our single-version view (in the middle), we modify h and add another fragment i.
The database in Fig. 9 is changed according to the rules given earlier: 1) At the top right in the figure, the fragments f and g remain untouched and, thus, unchanged. 2) At the middle right, the fragment h is split in twoÐan old version (i.e., ªdeletedº in this context) with visibility Xpix, while a new (ªupdatedº) version is assigned the visibility Fix being the ambition. 3) At the bottom right, the same Fix visibility is also attached to the inserted (previously unknown) fragment i.
Complexity
Complexity has to be dealt with at different levels. At the user level, we are facing the problem of consistent (legal) selections from a large version space. This problem will be discussed later in Section 8.2. At the system level, we are concerned with efficiency.
At the end of Section 5, we have mentioned the efficiency problems encountered in ICE. These problems are due to the inefficient evaluation of logical expressions (intensional deltas). Classical systems such as SCCS, RCS, or Adele are not confronted with complex expression evaluation because they use embedded or directed deltas (extensional deltas). However, such SCM systems can only construct versions of components that were explicitly checked in before; while explicit merging must be used to create ªnewº version combinations. In Section 8.1, we will demonstrate that intensional deltas also can be implemented efficiently.
Metadatabase: Option Definitions and Rule Base
A UVM repository is composed of two parts: a fully versioned contents database containing a collection of fragments and a ªsemiversionedº metadatabase containing option definitions and global version rules. Both databases attach permanent transaction identifiers (TIDs) to all stored information items, primarily to facilitate traceability between change jobs and database changes. In addition, the TIDs serve as timestamps to realize a revision chain for ªmetalevelº evolution, see below and Section 7.2 on transactions. 8. This is clearly awkward. How the user can be assisted in setting up the default option bindings, will be discussed later (Section 8.2).
The metadatabase contains two parts:
. Option definitions: These introduce named options which may be referred to in fragment visibilities, ambitions and choices (fragment-level version rules), and in global version rules, see next point.
We
To manage the complexity of legal version selection, we therefore need a rule base of global version rules, which are not attached to specific fragments. They complement the choices and ambitions used to set up version filters for reading and writing, respectively. Further, the user will typically specify a highlevel and partially bound external version description evd. This is then extended into a low-level and further bound, internal version description ivd (ambition or choice) with the help of global version rulesÐsee Section 8.2 on the Versioning Assistant. There are at least five types of global rules, cf. Section 2: . General constraints (usually dependencies): Dependencies between options will typically mean that an option cannot be bound explicitly to either true or false in an ambition or choice, unless another option is bound to true. An example can be options for deciding layout of a graphical user interface, which make no sense unless GUI is selected in the first place. Note, that an option dependency is not merely stating that ªthis feature requires that feature,º but rather that ªthis feature does not even make sense to talk about, unless we have that other feature.º . Option groups (special constraints for variants): Option groups are used to express mutual exclusion among variants and resemble enumerated datatypes, see Section 6.3. They specify that at most one of a group of options may be bound to true. Typical examples include options for different hardware, OS, or natural languages in user dialogs. . Validity checks (special constraints to support baselines):
Validities express that certain versions are ªfrozen,º i.e., baselines that cannot be updated without adding more options in the associated ambition (see Section 6.3). . Preferences (weak dependencies): The rule base may contain user-or project-specific preferences, e.g., to fill in usual or trivial choices. This means that we can have high-level version identifiers (such as v2.1 above) to express releases, e.g., covering a bundle of error fixes. These version identifiers (evds) are then translated to a group of more detailed option settings (ivds). . Defaults: The rule base may also contain default selections, that we apply to resolve otherwise ambiguous choices. For more details, see [50] or [12] . The metadatabase will itself be an evolving entity. First, new options need to be defined to represent logical changes, to support new platforms, etc. Second, version rules may be added to exclude combinations due to bad experiences. Conversely, they may also be removed, e.g., after corrective work has been performed in a set of merge-and-test transactions.
Then, how should evolution of the metadatabase be supported? In principle, we could handle the metadatabase in the same way as the contents database, adding a metalevel with its own metaoptions and metarules. However, it is hard to imagine who could manage the incurred conceptual complexity of multilevel version selection. Rather, we believe that simple, TID-based time-stamping to support revisions of the metadatabase will suffice. This allows for regeneration of old versions/configurations by using the corresponding old option definitions and rule base. ªNewerº options in visibilities will consequently be set to false. A simple example is given below.
Example 2 (Evolution of the metadatabase). Let us assume
a database which has evolved as follows:
1. Initially, the contents database is unversioned (all visibilities set to true; no options). 2. We introduce an option o I in the metadatabase and perform a change (in the contents database) under the ambition o I . New fragments get the visibility v o I . 3. We introduce another option o P and perform a change under the ambition o I o P . Updated fragments previously decorated with v o I are split (visibilities v H o I Xo P and v HH o P , respectively). 4. We add a constraint o I A o P to ensure that the enhancement o P is always selected when o I is selected. Now, we want to fix a bug in the version which was only denoted by o I after Step 2. The current version of the metadatabase prohibits this because it enforces the selection of o P as well (the enhancement o P may not be appropriate for the customer, e.g., because his license agreement includes only bug fixes).
To perform the change, we conceptually roll back the metadatabase to the state after Step 2. In addition, all options introduced afterwards are bound to false, so that old fragment versions are correctly selected. For example, in case of a fragment split as described in Step 3, the old version with visibility v H is selected rather than the new one with visibility v HH .
Version Model
On top of the basic version rule layer, any desired version model can be defined. Note that, the version model is still concerned with the version space only; the product space will be handled in the data/product model layer (Section 7.1). So far, we have only assumed unique item identifiers, the rest of the data/product model has been left unspecified.
Version Graphs and Grids, Revisions
The option space can be represented as an nEdimensionl grid. By adding constraints, we may model version graphs as well. As mentioned earlier, a revision chain can be defined by means of implications. Therefore, we introduce delta options (NB: not the delta changes themselves), named Á i , and implication rules from each delta to its predecessor in the version graph:
A revision r i can be defined by listing all included and excluded options, respectively the head and tail of a (sorted) conjunction:
Example 3 (Version graph). Consider the version graph of Fig. 10 . Note that the delta symbol here represents a change option, not a physical change. Delta sequences are represented by the following equations:
The revisions here may be described as follows, where an increasing number of deltas are included:
Variants as Option Groups
We have already shown above how we can model (linear chains of) revisions. Variants can be represented by option groups. An option group consists of a set of mutually exclusive options. In a global version rule, the (XOR) operator is thus used to indicate that at most one option of the group may be selected (be bound to true) simultaneously.
Example 4 (Variants).
The branch in the version graph of Fig. 10 can be represented as follows:
This assumes that Á P and Á Q cannot be meaningfully combined (in case they can be combined, the above constraint has of course to be omitted, typically when merging has been completed).
Similarly, we may use option groups to express variant attributes ranging over an enumeration type. In Example 1, we have introduced a contents database varying with respect to the operating system (and the window system). Operating system variants may be represented by the following option group OS: y nix hy wX IS
State-and Change-Based Versioning
It should be obvious from the above that both state-and change-based versioning can be supported in UVM. Really, there is not a sharp distinction. State-and change-based approaches differ with respect to the constraints they impose on change combinations. Taken to the extreme, we may say that change-based versioning enforces no constraints at all, while deltas are tied to fixed locations in version graphs in the case of state-based versioningÐi.e., the version graph implicitly defines the constraints. However, in reality, we will rarely find these extremes. Changebased versioning gets lost in the version space without constraints. Moreover, even in classical state-based systems there are facilities to merge changesÐe.g., by text-based merge toolsÐor to apply them at different locations in the version graph (the latter is supported, e.g., in SCCS). In addition, the composition model mentioned earlier allows for combining changes by rule-based selection of component versions. For example, if two changes were performed which affected two different files, these changes may be combined by selecting the new file versions in both cases.
Example 5 (Merging).
Let us assume that we want to merge the changes Á P and Á Q in the version graph of Fig. 10 . To this end, we perform a change under the following ambition (and choice):
Initially, we obtain a version r R which is merged automatically. Often, the result of the merge has to be adjusted manually. Writing the consolidated changes to the database establishes a merged version that we can trust later on.
For example, consider the following (cut-out of a) versioned database, where f,g and f i Y g i denote versioned fragments (version groups) and individual fragment versions, respectively (the fragment contents are not shown):
Under the ambition defined above, the fragments f I and g I are selected. The user tests out this ªminiconfi-gurationº and detects an error, requiring a change to both fragments. After the change described by Á Q , the database contains new fragment versions f Q and g Q as part of the adjusted revision r R , and f I and g I have got changed visibilities: The above example demonstrates that merging is a 2-stage process:
1. Automatic, raw merge. The user supplies a version description (choice), where the options for the changes to be merged are set to true. The version engine selects those fragment versions, that correspond to the actual choice. 2. Manual adjustment of the merge. The user must now check whether the result of the first step already delivers a meaningful version satisfying his requirements. For example, this may involve compiling and testing the merged program version. In case of errors, the user has to fix the result of the automatic merge manually. These updates will be given visibilities specific to the option combination in the ambition. Thus, we distinguish between individual changes specific to an option, and ªmerge changesº specific to their combination. For instance, SCCS cannot distinguish the extra merge changes. Experiences from using commercial 3-way merge tools indicate that conflicting or meaningless merges happen quite rarely [14] . Thus, the merge process described above should be practically feasible, also by nonUVM SCM tools. The advantage of UVM over many commercial approaches is that illegal combinations can be detected beforehand by constraints, or be assigned a special Raw state (see below).
Extensional and Intensional Versioning, Validities
In UVM, intensional versioning constitutes the base on top of which extensional versioning can be realized. First of all, we introduce external version identifiers to identify versions that can be conveniently reconstructed later. Such a version identifier is simply a symbolic name which stands for a choice or a group of choices, such as v2.1 or Unix-v5.0. So, instead of repeating long, extensional lists of option bindings, the user may refer to one compact, intensional version identifier. Again, see Section 8.2 on the Versioning Assistant.
Moreover, the user should be able to select a version which has some predefined property (e.g., Stable), or to use such properties as a guide to completing a version choice. This can be implemented by so-called validities, 10 where a validity is a disjunction of validity terms:
Each validity term is a binding, i.e., a conjunction according to (2) . In the case of complete option bindings, each i denotes a single version. 
The stable validity, unlike other validities, is therefore used to restrict a new ambition. That is, by adding further option bindings (using new options?), the ambition will eventually fall outside the stable validity. If this is impossible, the ambition is illegal.
Example 6 (Validities). Before the merge performed in
Example 5, let us assume a stable validity s containing the revisions r H Y F F F Y r Q , i.e., each of these revisions are immutable:
s r H r I r P r Q X IW Now, the change is performed under the ambition r R (see (16) ). There is no overlap with s , e.g., r R r P Á I Á P Á Q Á I Á P XÁ Q flseX PH Therefore, the ambition need not be constrained, i.e., X s . After the change, we may extend the stable validity such that r R is included:
s r H r I r P r Q r R X PI
SCM REPOSITORY
So far, we have discussed only the instrumentable version engine located at the bottom of the UVM architecture. The following subsections are devoted to the SCM repository, whose three layers have been sketched only briefly so far. These layers are from bottom to top: product/data model layer, transaction support, and workspace support. They will be presented in that order. Lastly, we will sketch some SCM toolkit functionality for the application layer above.
Product/Data Model
The product/data model layer adds a data model, which has been missing so far. At the external interface of this layer, the database basically behaves like a conventional, unversioned database (consisting of objects identified by OIDs and relationships, both decorated with nonversioned attributes). However, versioning is already taken care of below this layer rather than on top of it. Essentially, a version is selected first, then operation proceeds as in an unversioned database.
Thus, there is a clear separation between version selection and queries against a selected database version. In UVM, we distinguish between version space queries and product space queries, respectively. First, a version is selected (more precisely, an ambition and a choice); then, the user may issue product space queries without being bothered with version selection. For example, in the case of a relational data model standard SQL queries may be used for this purpose.
In contrast, queries need to consider both the product space and the version space, if version model and data model are entangled. For example, if a software system is configured by a transitive closure over use relationships, the respective query has to handle alternating product and version space selections. For some already selected module version, all outgoing use relationships have to be traversed; subsequently, a version is selected for each used module. Alternating product and version space selections make queries more complicated. In contrast, the version selection is factored out beforehand in UVM.
Since the data model is introduced only on top of the version model, the version model is independent of the data model. However, this statement also holds to a large extent in the opposite direction. The data model layer knows that versioning takes place, and it also knows about the existence of read and write filters (choices and ambitions, respectively). However, these filters are just passed down to the version engine (going straight through); the meaning of them is not understood by the data model layer.
The data model layer turns fragments into typed data. In particular, it determines the granularity at which versioning is performed, e.g., full objects, single attributes, or lines in textual attributes. It also provides more high-level product identifiers, usually object identifiers. That is, it defines the ªsamenessº criterion missing from the lower layers, where only ªrawº item identifiers are used. Thus, the product/data model layer ªknowsº about item identifiers on version fragments. Inversely, the lower layers provide and use such identifiers for their own purpose, but also ªknowº that they will be interpreted and utilized by the upper layers.
There are several alternatives of mapping data model elements onto fragments. In determining the granularity of fragments, we have to balance efficiency against combinability: The smaller the fragments are, the more overhead has to be paid for storing and evaluating visibilities. On the other hand, small fragments can be combined much more flexibly than large ones. For example, the composition model introduced in [3] Ðrealized in ClearCase [14] Ðtreats whole text files as the fragments from which a configuration is built. In this way, changes at the level of text lines cannot be combined.
Before 1990, Adele-1 supported a predefined object model, with a special interface-body and subsystem structure. In Adele-2, a more general object model was chosen to accommodate a wider range of software and design objects.
In EPOS, a binary EER model was chosen which offers single inheritance on entity and relationship types. Entities, relationships, and attributes are mapped onto fragments in the following way:
. An entity is represented by one fragment for each type up to the root of the type hierarchy, as in many object-oriented DBMSes. In this case, the item identifier is composed of both the object and the type identifier. . Short attributes are part of the fragment for the type in which the attribute is declared. However, this approach is too coarse-grained for long attributes (here, restricted to sequential files of variably-sized items), so these are treated in a special way, as instances of a special longfield type. The product model for an application is then defined in terms of the data model by means of a database schema. Notice that the schema may be versioned as well. As a result of version selection, a specific schema version [51] , [52] is obtained, consisting of a set of raw, universion fragments that represent (parts of) the type definitions. The data model layer must then ensure consistency with respect to both the schema definition and the instances viewed under the schema version (see [15] for details):
. The schema must comply with the constraints of the data model. For example, a subtype may exist only if its supertype exists as well, a relationship type may exist only if source and target types exist, etc. . Similarly, the instances must comply with the selected schema version. In particular, the schema version determines the extent of visible information. For example, an entity may be viewed as an instance of the visible types only, a relationship is visible only if source and target as well as its type are visible, etc.
Transaction Support
Transactions are used to coordinate cooperative work against a versioned database. Work is triggered by a change request which is then implemented by one or more transactions. A transaction defines the context in which developers perform their work. The work context determines which versions of which objects are read or written.
We have introduced a single transaction layer in the (simplified) UVM architecture of Fig. 7 . However, transactions are actively planned, followed-up, and terminated also by the workspace and application layers on top of the transaction layer. Below, we mainly concentrate on the design issues concerning the layered UVM architecture. For further work on cooperative transactions carried out in EPOS, see [44] , [53] , [45] .
At the level of delta storage, each fragment is decorated with a unique transaction identifier (TID). Whenever a fragment is written to the database, it is tagged with the TID of the transaction which performs the change. Thus, all changes performed by transactions may be traced later on. By means of TIDs, we may provide the functionality of a temporal database [54] . Also note, that transaction logs in classic databases resemble ªdeltasº in our terminology.
Such a TID becomes a high-level ªvisibilityº of a fragment, selecting the accessible subdatabase for a given transaction. (In case of cooperating transactions, special propagation mechanisms and policies must be used.) Such a transaction visibility can also be achieved by so-called transaction options [55] , effectively combining visibilities and transaction identifiers. So, for each transaction t, an extra, internal transaction option o t is assigned automatically. During a transaction, an internal ambition i t is obtained by constraining the user-specified external ambition et with o t , i.e., i t e t o t . After commit, o t is automatically set to true in subsequent version selections.
On the next layer (version rules), both a read filter (choice) and a write filter (ambition) are associated to a transaction. In this way, the cut-out of the version space is defined on which a transaction is operating. The ambition, which includes the transaction option mentioned above, defines the visibilities attached to fragments being written to the database.
In addition to the changes to the contents database (a collection of fragments), all changes to the metadatabase have to be traced. This can be achieved by implementing the metadatabase itself as a collection of fragments, each of which is tagged with the TID of the transaction by which it was written. In this way, revision chains of the metadatabase may be realized (with TIDs effectively functioning as time stamps).
Above we have described the basic functions for handling transactions that are provided by lower layers of the UVM architecture. Below, we describe what is added by the transaction support layer located on top of the product/ data model layer.
So far, transactions are concerned only with the version space. However, the product space needs to be considered as well. In order to detect and resolve conflicts, transactions must know the objects on which the users are working. Only then is it possible to preset locks on these objects (pessimistic concurrency control). Alternatively, later, upon commit, we can detect direct or indirect update conflicts by time stamps (optimistic concurrency control, which in general involves interactive conflict resolution through merging). Such time stamps can be represented by TIDs.
Thus, each transaction operates on a subdatabase of the overall versioned database. The version space is defined by an ambition for writing and a choice for reading. The product space is typically defined by a transitive closure from some root object (a main program) over a set of relationship types (Part-Of, Depends-On, etc.). Fig. 11 illustrates under which conditions two transactions come into potential conflict. Shaded regions and black points represent ambitions and choices, respectively. Transactions conflict only when they overlap with respect to both the product space and the version space. Transactions t I and t P affect the same versions, but are disjoint with respect to the product space, so no conflict. Conversely, t I and t S (or t T ) refer to the same objects, but operate on disjoint version sets, so again no conflict. However, t Q and t R may conflict because they partly overlap in both spaces. Moreover, their choices lie within the common parts of their ambitions; thus, t Q actually sees what t R modifies and vice versa. Lastly, t S and t T are in conflict since they have identical version and product spaces.
Formally, a conflict may be defined as follows: Let y i Y i Y i i IY P denote the sets of objects and the ambitions and choices of transactions t I and t P , respectively. Transactions t I and t P stand in potential conflict if the following condition holds for i IY P:
That is, both the object sets and the ambitions overlap. Furthermore, the choices are defined such that the changes are mutually visible.
The transaction support layer is responsible for detecting, preventing, or resolving such conflicts. In addition, it provides mechanisms for defining work units (tasks), for assigning developers to such units, and for defining and executing rules regarding change notification, propagation, and reconciliation. Again, it will be up to the upper layers (Section 7.4) to instrument these mechanisms, as part of a process model or high-level work policy.
Whether the transaction support layer prescribes flat (ACID [23] ), hierarchical, or graph-like transaction structures is not fixed in our UVM architecture. The same applies to whether or how intertransaction cooperation (before commit) is possibly organized. We also urge for transactions (and workspaces below) to be considered first-class, persistent objects, that can be stored, accessed, and manipulated by normal database queries.
A final comment: In the EPOS database the transaction layer was originally below the versioning layer (one such). As part of a redesign, we switched these two layers. 12 This reversal lead to more orthogonal and simple handling of both transactions and versions since it turned out that versioning could be handled as a more fundamental and data model independent mechanism than transactions. The transactions establish a context for the versioning, not the other way around. In the UVM proposal, the transaction layer is put even higher, above the product/data layer, so that it can offer more high-level synchronization (i.e., locking) features.
Workspace Support
The last abstraction is achieved through the workspace support layer, which aims at providing applications with data to work on. Such applications can be a CASE tool, such as UML RationalRose, or more classical development tools, such as editors and compilers.
Workspace support can be done along the lines of SCCS and RCS. That is, the files held in the SCM database are checked out into the file system where they are manipulated by applications. Proper caching must be observed for adequate performance. As mentioned earlier, another alternative is a virtual file system [14] which avoids physical copying and provides applications with the illusion of working in an ordinary file system, even though they are in fact operating on a universioned slice of a versioned database. Various regimes for maintaining consistency between the repository and the workspace can be envisaged: busy (full synchrony), lazy (on demand), reconcile upon commit/check-in, or combinations depending on object type, etc. Elaborate and large-scale workspace management can be found in Adele [56] .
SCM Toolkit Functionality
To make the UVM functionality really useful, we envisage an SCM toolkit as part of the application layer, or possibly in a separate layer between the workspace layer and the application layer. Here, more sophisticated product and version models can be offered, possibly combined with a graphical interface and visualization facilities [57] .
For instance, the product and version space for certain subsystems can be clustered, e.g., using scope rules. We can also put more high-level version descriptions in this layer, and map these to more low-level representations by the version rule layer. See the Versioning Assistant in Section 8.2.
More elaborate system models, using an architecture description language (AML [24] ) or a systems modeling language (SySL [58] or PROTEUS PTL [59] ) can be also be offered by using a database schema defined in the underlying product/data layer.
We should also be able to explicitly model and support parts of the (cooperative) SCM process, possibly using instrumentable ªhooksº into the below layers. See, for instance, the Work Unit Description Language in EPOS [45] and similarly in Adele and ClearCase.
Indeed, modern SCM tools offer a myriad of useroriented functionality, but most of this falls outside the scope of this paper.
EXPERIENCES
We implemented most of the UVM model in EPOS [44] , a research prototype of a software engineering environment supporting both SCM and process management. Two implementations of UVM were performed in EPOS. The initial one is reported in [16] ; in this paper, we mainly refer to the revised implementation done in Munch's PhD thesis [15] . From these implementations, two problems became evident: efficiency and ease of use.
Efficiency of Version Visibilities and Version Selection
In the initial EPOS implementation, general-purpose evaluators (from the VLSI domain) for logical expressions were applied. It became apparent very soon that this was not the way to go. Storing large logical expressions as visibilities attached to fragments causes unacceptable overhead. Moreover, evaluation of these expressions is NP-complete, and standard algorithms which expand logical expressions into a normal form are too slow by orders of magnitude [46] . In the revised EPOS implementation, visibilities were handled much more efficiently with respect to both time and space. Inspection of the above equations for calculating visibilities reveals that each visibility can be expressed as a conjunction of positive and negative ambitions:
Please recall also that each ambition is a conjunction of option bindings.
Visibilities are stored according to the above equation; they are never expanded into a normal form. Furthermore, many fragments share the same visibility. Therefore, the visibility field of a fragment contains a pointer into a global data structure called visibility tree (Fig. 12) . Each tree node contains one (positive or negative) ambition and a pointer to its parent visibility.
The trees' leaves grow when insertions, deletions, or updates are performed. For example, when a fragment is deleted under an ambition , a new visibility v new is inserted to the tree whose node contains X and points to the old visibility v old . In this way, writes can be performed 12 . Bjùrn Munch claims he got the idea in the shower! efficiently; no costly expansions and transformations of logical expressions need to be performed.
Reads can also be performed efficiently. Let us assume some choice , which is a complete list of option bindings. For some fragment with visibility v, we have to decide whether A v holds. To this end, we process each ambition term in the visibility, from the bottom up. If it occurs positively in v, all option bindings must agree with those in . If it is negated, at least one option binding must disagree. If the current term evaluates to false, evaluation stops (short-cut evaluation). Otherwise, the next term is considered until there is no more term to process.
Example 7 (Visibility tree). We return to the example given in Fig. 9 and display the visibility trees before and after the change carried out under the ambition Fix (Fig. 13) . Before the change under the ambition pix, there is only one version of fragment h with visibility true. Since this fragment is updated, we have to introduce two visibility nodes corresponding to and X, respectively. Since the visibility of h I is constrained by X, the pointer to the visibility node is moved to the new node for X.
The new fragment versions h P and h I both point to the node for .
Since many fragments share the same visibilities, we can speed up evaluation significantly by introducing a cache of evaluated visibilities, e.g., implemented as a hash table. Each visibility need only be evaluated once; next time, the value is retrieved from the cache. Since we work bottom-up in the visibility tree, we can also stop whenever we encounter an already evaluated visibility on the way up, i.e., partial evaluation. We also maintain a similar cache for evaluated ambitions. Both these caches are currently in use, and we do incremental (on demand) evaluation, so that unused terms are not evaluated. This is important for large option and product spaces.
Let us summarize the performance and complexity of this implementation:
. Storage space. For each fragment, there is a small constant overhead for storing its visibility ID, represented by a pointer into the visibility tree. Furthermore, the visibility tree grows linearly in the number of visibilities, which again increases with the number of changes to the database. The tree growth is usually one extra ambition term per visibility, due to shared subexpressions of such. However, the growth in visibilities may not be linear since the number of new visibilities created by a transaction depends on the number of different visibilities on fragments that are touched by itÐsee below. . Writes. Inserting, deleting, or updating a fragment can be performed in constant time. Here, a new leaf node may have to be inserted into the visibility tree, and the new pointer has to be stored. . Reads. Evaluation of a visibility against a choice is linear in the number of ambitions and the number of option bindings per ambition, i.e., linear in the total number of option bindings. However, each used visibility has to be evaluated only once when a cache is used, and only partially due to sharing. The possible, nonlinear growth in the number of visibilities is the most serious problem and also the most difficult to evaluate since it depends heavily on the pattern of transactions and ambitions being used. It will affect the storage space needed and, to some extent, also the evaluation time. However, we are not aware of any empirical studies of the intensity and/or locality of changes on single text files, and which is not limited to changeoriented versioning.
On the other hand, there are a few optimizations available which will greatly reduce the number of new visibilities (and new fragment versions) created by a transactions:
. Fragment visibilities are actually split into two parts: the existence of the fragment which is only affected by insert and delete and is common to all versions of the fragment, and the ªvariableº visibility of each version which is only affected by updates. This reduces the average size of the visibilities, but more importantly reduces the total number of them since more fragments are likely to share the same (simpler) visibilities. . When deleting or updating a fragment according to (9) , we only need to update those visibilities which have some overlap with the ambition; adding the negated ambition to one which has no effect. It doesn't help if the ambition consists only of a new option, but most ambitions will be more restricted. . By sorting the versions of a fragment, so that the new version made by an update is read first, and making the version engine understand that the positive ambition in its visibility is implicitly negated in all the following versions of the same fragment, we don't actually have to update the visibilities at all. The first two of these were designed into EPOS from the start, but the last one is a recent idea which hasn't been tested in theory or practice.
Example 8 (Efficiency of the EPOS implementation).
In chapter 7 of Munch's PhD thesis [15] , an experiment is described in which C source code with conditional compilation expressions is converted and stored in the EPOS version storage. It was assumed that ifdefs represent variants of the product. In the first step, v2.3.3 of the gcc C/C++ compiler source, with 366 KlinesÐ420 files and 3,166 ifdefsÐ-were parsed. All variants (with ifdefs removed) of the 420 files were then checked into the client-server EPOSDB using a special-made tool. One hundred ninety-seven of the files were actually versioned with a total of 466 options and 639 different visibilities. Our tool deduced 518 ambitions which would generate those visibilities. On RCS, these were represented in a single version of each text file. Total CPU-time for check-in on the EPOSDB was 905 seconds on a Sun-4 and with 0.3 percent extra space compared to the original source. That is, 2.47 CPU-seconds of check-in time per 1Kline of potentially versioned source text. Most of the check-ins were coupled to automated workspace ªgroupº checkins, sharing the same ambition. Time usage for RCS was not recorded.
The second step was to upgrade gcc to v2.4.0 with 454 Klines, i.e., checking in new revisions and variants of the now 461 files with 3,580 ifdefs. Three hundred eighty-two of these files were now versioned and, in total, 604 new ambitions were checked in (again with ifdefs removed). Five hundred forty-two options, including one new for ªrevision 2.4.0º and 988 different visibilities were now registered. Total CPU-time for check-in on the EPOSDB was 1,048 seconds and space consumption 0.6 percent more than the original combination of RCS and conditional compilation. Check-in time per file was about the same, 2.31 CPU-second per Kline. Check-out times were not recorded, but I/O will anyhow dominate.
Again note, that EPOSDB was a research prototype where little performance optimization had been performed.
Our initial experiments [15] have shown that the overhead in storage space is moderate and can compete with RCS combined with conditional compilation. A more compact format of the visibility ID in the text files would have given us a 0.6 percent saving in total size in the above example. Moreover, compared to ICE, we have accelerated reads and writes so that evaluation of logical expressions is dominated by I/O time.
Due to the growth of the visibility tree, performance degrades with increasing age of the database. In [15] , several clean-up operations are described that should be applied periodically to reorganize the database. These operations are designed to reduce the visibility tree, e.g., by searching for identical or overlapping ambitions in visibilities, by removing visibilities always evaluating to false (and deleting fragments decorated with these visibilities), etc.
To conclude, we have reduced the complexity from NPcompleteness to ªquite manageableº [60] . Compared to ICE, our approach has the following benefits:
. Reads and writes are performed in polynomial time.
In contrast, feature unification in ICE is NPcomplete. Only deductive shortcuts, implemented for restricted classes of feature terms, perform better. . Only the evaluation of global version rules (Section 6.3), on top of the delta storage, is in theory NP-complete. However, these rules are evaluated only once at the beginning of a transaction. Once this is done, only ambition and choice are used for operating on the database. In contrast, in ICE there are no separately stored global version rules. All rules are embedded in the source text, as in conditional compilation.
A Versioning Assistant
It is no pleasure to be confronted with the raw version space. The user needs a tool to relieve him from all the selection details he has to consider. A Versioning Assistant [50] , [12] , [55] must be considered part of an SCM toolkit (Section 7.4), providing considerable leverage by:
. Visualizing the version space, e.g., as version graphs. . Checking version descriptions for consistency, using constraints stored in the rule base, e.g., for dependencies or validities.
. Remembering previous version selections.
. Offering scoped or product-specific options.
. Offering menu-based selections derived from global version rules, e.g., to implement option groups (variants). . Deriving option bindings, so that the user needs to supply only a partial version description, e.g., using preferences or defaults. The last two items are illustrated by the small example given below.
Example 9 (Versioning Assistant). Let us assume a software system which varies with respect to the operating system and the window system. Furthermore, several fixes have been applied. The following constraints exclude inconsistent version selections:
Menu-based version selection is illustrated in Fig. 14. The sequence of actions is arranged column-wise from left to right (see numbers in the boxes). The upper row shows the states before the user makes selections, and the current selection is indicated by an arrow. The lower row shows the corresponding states after these selections. Options set to true are shown in bold face; options set to false are striked through. A hierarchical menu entry is indicated by º>º. A selected hierarchical menu entry is emphasized by italic font.
The version selection proceeds as follows:
1. The user selects the option group OS in the toplevel menu. A submenu is displayed to offer the alternatives DOS and Unix. 2. After the user has selected Unix, DOS is automatically disabled. 3. The user selects WS (for window system) in the top-level menu. In the submenu offering the available window systems, Windows has already been disabled automatically because it cannot be selected with Unix. 4. After the user has selected X11, SunViews is automatically disabled as well.
5.
The user selects Fixes in the top-level menu. In the submenu offering the fixes, Fix4 has already been disabled automatically because it assumes that the DOS variant of the operating system is selected. 6. After the user has selected Fix3, Fix1 is automatically included because Fix3 depends on Fix1. Fix2 is excluded since Fix2 and Fix3 cannot be applied together. After going through these steps, the choice is now complete; it binds (Unix, X11, Fix3, Fix1) to true and all other options to false.
Database and Workspace Issues
We built an experimental tool on top of the EPOS database, called ECM [45] , which provided CVS-like functionality for managing versioned text files in checked-out workspaces and subworkspaces corresponding to transactions in EPOS. ECM also had knowledge of the product model, so you could check out a subproduct and associated files and subdirectories. ECM provided both a command-line and a Prolog interface; the latter would also check out entities and relationships into the user's environment.
The gcc source experiment above was not done through this tool as it hadn't been implemented by then, but we did use it to manage development of its own source code once it had become stable enough.
DISCUSSION
In the previous section, we have already covered some crucial issues concerning the UVM approach, namely, efficiency and ease of use. We have pointed out how these issues have been dealt with in the EPOS implementation of UVM. Below, we briefly discuss further essential topics: the generality of the UVM approach and database design, respectively.
Generality of the UVM Approach
UVM radically differs from other approaches to versioning. Other systems implement a specific version model, and the version model depends on the data model. The generality of UVM is particularly achieved through the following design decisions:
. Version rules are used as the common base to realize specific version models. This inverts the approach followed in ClearCase and many other SCM systems, where version rules are defined on top of version graphs. In ClearCase, version graphs are deeply built into the system as a basic concept. In UVM, version graphs are not a basic concept. Rather, such graphs may be introduced on top of the uniform version storageÐin the mentioned ECM toolkit. . The version model is orthogonal to the data model.
In PCTE, the version model is defined on top of the data model; in Adele, it is integrated into the data model. In both cases, the version model depends on the data model. In contrast, UVM may be applied to any data model. Does the generality of UVM allow all other version models to be simulated on top of UVM? This statement holds insofar as both revisions and variants, both state-and change-based versioning, both version graphs and grids, and both extensional and intensional versioning can be expressed in UVM. We have shown in Section 6 that all these kinds of versioning may be defined with the help of version rules. However, these version rules are global, because the version space layers are located below the product space layers. As a consequence, the version rules cannot refer to specific product items (e.g., subsystems), because these are introduced in the upper layers of the UVM architecture (see discussion below).
For example, we can model both revision chains and alternative variants, as employed in Adele. However, we cannot express that some attributes are shared by all revisions and others have revision-specific values. This requires to handle updates to common and specific attributes in different ways. This distinction is not made in the instrumentable version engine as presented in Section 6. However, it can be accommodated by splitting a fragment into a versioned part and an unversioned part, as proposed in [5] .
Moreover, we may simulate version graphs, as employed in ClearCase, but in UVM there would be one global (and virtual) version graph, rather than one version graph per versioned item (file or directory). We consider this an advantage over the ClearCase model because it is difficult to select a consistent set of versions from multiple version graphs that are structured in different ways.
In principle, the version space may be scoped by introducing product-specific options. Since this again breaks the orthogonality of data model and version model, we have to let a topmost SCM toolkit offer such ªclusteringº (Section 7.4) through some system modeling formalism. The toolkit's Versioning Assistant (Section 8.2) can be responsible for resolving and mapping the detailed product and version information onto the proper layers below. We can compare such multilayer approaches to the introduction of modules or object-oriented classes in Prolog. Here, we either have to resolve all ªnon-Prologº name bindings before the basic inference engine can start its unification work, or such binding and inferencing have to be intertwined [61] .
Our approach is not very different from the one being offered by virtual file systems, such as in ClearCase. Here, the file system (at least for some catalogs) is replaced by the ClearCase equivalent (technically done by API subroutine traps or by relinking of file system libraries). This provides a universion view of a specified part of the versioned database using appropriate version filter settings. As mentioned, ClearCase uses Ramia as an underlying DBMS, but this is hidden for the application programs and users. Of course, this extra layering provides some extra overhead, but performance seems satisfactory.
Similarly, the PCMS SCM tool uses Ingres as an underlying DBMS. Again, version-internal selection attributes and relationships are inaccessible at the application level. Also, in Adele, there is limited application access to versioninternal attributes and relationships.
Our UVM proposal requires that all DBMS-internal fragments (buffers, tuples, etc.) are equipped with a prefixing visibility to serve as a supplementing ªtransaction identifier.º This visibility is stripped off by a low-level SELECT operation guided by actual option settings. That is only those fragments are considered whose visibilities evaluate to true before any other interpretation or operation is performed on a fragment. However, this overhead is judged to be slight in terms of both space and time.
On the other hand, if such version selection is not done at the lower-levels of buffer or tuple management but, at the normal query level, the overhead may become intolerable. For instance, the ªEPOSDB-1º implementation used Ingres as an underlying DBMS, but this resulted in a significant performance degradation because of the overhead of a fullfledged DBMS which really wasn't needed.
The best solution is probably to apply a DBMS toolkit, so that we can configure either versioned or unversioned DBMS support. For example, this assumes that buffer sizes are properly instrumentable to accommodate extra space for visibilities. We can mention the KIDS DBMS toolkit by Klaus Dittrich's group [8] , [62] , but this does not include versioning. On the other hand, transaction management is explicitly analyzed for possible functionality generation. However, the first paper from 1994 [8] says quite bluntly: ªUp to now, no adequate, generic architecture model for DBMSes is known.º To our knowledge, this is also the situation today. So, more research is neededÐthat is, motivating this paper.
The next best solution is to ignore, i.e., passivate, the versioning layer. That is, all visibilities are set to true, although this still renders a small overhead.
A final remark. Versioning is most useful for design and development work. It is unrealistic to equip major commercial DBMSes with full versioning as a default functionality. Therefore, the main target group of UVM is researchers and vendors of design databases, CAD tools, and SCM tools.
CONCLUSION
We have introduced a uniform version model, UVM and its support architecture for software version management, a subset of SCM. UVM differs from previous approaches in its support architecture, which inverts the ordering of certain layers. First, version graphs (or any other version model) are realized on top of version rules rather than vice versa. Second, the version model is completely orthogonal to the data model.
From the perspective of database management, the UVM architecture constitutes an attractive alternative to the main-stream architectures which define the version model on top of or integrated into the data model. The uniform version storage is highly reusable because it may be combined with any data model. Moreover, customized version models may be defined independently of the data model and may be provided as high-level libraries.
So far, practical experience in using the UVM architecture is still limited. However, we are convinced that our approach is promising and deserves further studies. Hopefully, this paper triggers further activities targeted at design, implementation, and evaluation of the UVM architecture, or parts of it.
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